1 Introduction: cyclic movement in the relative clause

- Standard approaches to relativization posit \( \bar{A} \) movement of a relative operator into the C domain, stopping along the way on the edge of any intermediate vP or CP phases.

\[
(1) \quad \text{the machine } [CP \ OP \ that \ Bill [vP \ said \ [CP \ that \ he \ [vP \ bought \ ] ] ] ]
\]

\( \triangleright \) Cyclicality explains unboundedness and (at least some) island sensitivity

\( \triangleright \) Cyclicality in relativization is fully parallel to what happens in wh-movement (and other unbounded, island sensitive dependencies):

\[
(2) \quad [CP \ What \ did \ Bill [vP \ say \ [CP \ that \ he \ [vP \ bought \ ] ] ] ]
\]

- I will argue that movement to Spec,CP in relative clauses is more cyclic than standardly assumed, and in particular, more cyclic than movement in wh-questions.

\[
(3) \quad \textbf{TP is a phase in relative clauses:}
\]

The TP sister to relative C is a phase. TP otherwise is not a phase.

\( \triangleright \) Empirical consequence: \( \bar{A} \) movement in RCs, but not wh-questions, must stop on the edge of the TP domain.

\( \triangleright \) Theoretical consequence: the phasal status of a projection is determined in part by its syntactic environment (Den Dikken 2007, Gallego 2007, Bošković 2014) – not simply by a categorical property.

- Roadmap: three case studies

1. Relative pronoun placement in Nez Perce
   \( \triangleright \) The operator is pronounced in its intermediate position on the TP phase edge.

2. \textit{That}-trace obviation in English relatives
   \( \triangleright \) Checked features are deleted within the TP phase.

3. Resumption patterns in Palestinian Arabic relatives
   \( \triangleright \) The TP phase forms a barrier for extraction.
2 Cyclicity and relative pronoun placement in Nez Perce relative clauses

- Externally-headed relative clauses in Nez Perce:
  - Contain a case-marked relative pronoun (RP) and a gap inside the CP.
  - Contain the overt C *ke* (+ complementizer agreement as appropriate; Deal 2014).
  - Are used to relativize on all core argument positions (no syntactic ergativity).
  - Are postnominal.

(4) samx shirt. NOM [CP ko-nya kex pro \_ subj 'a-sayqi-ca __ ]
     shirt. NOM [CP RP-ACC C pro \_ subj AGR-like-TAM __ ]
     the shirt that I like

- Relative pronouns freely alternate between two positions (without semantic consequences)
  - “High position”: immediately to the left of C, between C and the NP head
  - “Low position”: immediately to the right of C, apparently inside the relative clause

(5) samx shirt. NOM [CP ko-nya kex pro \_ subj 'a-sayqi-ca __ ]     High RP
     shirt. NOM [CP RP-ACC C pro \_ subj AGR-like-TAM __ ]
     the shirt that I like

(6) samx shirt. NOM [CP kex ko-nya pro \_ subj 'a-sayqi-ca __ ]     Low RP
     shirt. NOM [CP C RP-ACC pro \_ subj AGR-like-TAM __ ]
     the shirt that I like

- Relative pronouns undergo Á movement regardless of RP placement.
  - Unboundedness: the RP may be found one or more clauses away from the gap

(7) a. ‘iniit yo\_x ke Jack hi-hi-ce 'iin hani-ya_
    house. NOM RP. NOM C Jack. NOM AGR-say-TAM 1SG. NOM make-TAM_
    the house that Jack says he built

b. ‘iniit ke yo\_x Jack hi-hi-ce 'iin hani-ya_
    house. NOM C RP. NOM Jack. NOM AGR-say-TAM 1SG. NOM make-TAM_
    the house that Jack says he built

- Island sensitivity: the RP may not be separated from the gap by an island

(8) Adjunct Island
    * 'Isii hii-we-s haama \{ ko-nim kem / kem ko-nim \}   
      who. NOM AGR-be-TAM man. NOM \{ RP-ERG C / C RP-ERG \} 
      pro \_ subj liloy-no'qa \{ c'alawí __ paa-ni-yo'qa cepeepy'uxtis-ne \}? 
      PRO. 2SG be.happy-TAM \{ if __ AGR-make-TAM pie-ACC \}
      Who is the man that you would be happy if _ made pies?
Ā intervention: RCs are themselves islands, regardless of RP position

(9) * 'Ituu₁ *pro_{subj}* 'e-’pewi-se ’aayat-ona
  what.NOM PRO.2SG AGR-look.for-TAM woman-ACC
  [CP { yo’h₂ ke / ke yo’h₂ } __2 ha-ani-tato __1 ]?
  [CP { RP.NOM C / C RP.NOM } __2 AGR-make-TAM __1 ]
  What₁ are you looking for the woman who makes __1?

Proposal:
The relative operator moves through an Ā outer spec of TP on its way to Spec,CP, and it may be pronounced in either position.

Optionality lies in PF interpretation of cyclic movement.

(10) a. sam‘x [CP ko-nya kex [TP <konya> [TP *pro_{subj}* 'a-sayqi-ca <konya> ]]]
  shirt [CP RP-ACC C [TP <RP-ACC> [TP *pro_{subj}* AGR-like-TAM <RP-ACC> ]]]
  the shirt that I like
  b. sam‘x [CP <konya> kex [TP ko-nya [TP *pro_{subj}* 'a-sayqi-ca <konya> ]]]
  shirt [CP <RP-ACC> C [TP RP-ACC [TP *pro_{subj}* AGR-like-TAM <RP-ACC> ]]]
  the shirt that I like

> Three arguments for this analysis:
A. We correctly predict that there will be no syntactic or semantic difference at the clausal level correlating with RP position.

▷ Explanation for shared Ā properties
▷ Explanation for perceived semantic equivalence
▷ Correct prediction that RCs may be coordinated or stacked regardless of RP position:

(11) Stacking
    Sepe-x-nim *pro_{obj}* cepeeletp’et [CP yo’h kem *pro_{subj}* hanii-ya __ ]
    CAUSE-see-TAM *pro_{obj}* picture.NOM [ RP.NOM C *pro_{subj}* make-TAM __ ]
    [CP kex ko-nya *pro_{subj}* 'a-sayqi-ca __ ]!
    [ C RP-ACC *pro_{subj}* AGR-like-TAM __ ]
    Show me the picture that you made that I like!

(12) Coordination
    Mine hii-we-s sam‘x [CP kex kon-ya ‘iim ‘a-sayqi-ca __ ]
    where AGR-be-TAM shirt.NOM [ C RP-ACC 1SG.NOM AGR-like-TAM __ ]
    kaa [CP kon-ya kem ‘iim weet’u ‘a-sayqi-ca __ ]?
    and [ RP-ACC C 2SG.NOM NEG AGR-like-TAM __ ]
    Where is the shirt that I like and that you don’t like?
B. For RPs themselves, we correctly predict high RPs to show signs of occupying the CP phase edge, and low RPs to behave as though fully internal to the CP phase.

Argument from case attraction:

- The case of the RP is standardly determined internal to the relative clause; it need not match the case of the head noun.

\[(13) \quad \text{a. } \text{Mine } \text{hii-\text{we-s} } \text{sam\text{x} ko-nya kex pro}_{subj} \text{ ‘a-sayqi-ca } \text{ ___acc?} \]
\[
\quad \text{where AGR-be-TAM shirt.NOM RP-ACC C PRO.1SG AGR-like-TAM ___}
\]
\[
\quad \text{Where is the shirt that I like?}
\]
\[
\quad \text{b. } \text{Pro}_{subj} \text{ ‘e-suki-ce } \text{ ‘aayato-na yo\text{x} ke nom hi-pay-n.} \]
\[
\quad \text{PRO.1SG AGR-recognize-TAM woman-ACC RP.NOM C ___ AGR-arrive-TAM}
\]
\[
\quad \text{I recognize the woman who just came in.}
\]

- Case attraction: the RP takes on the case of the head noun

\[(14) \quad \text{a. } \text{Mine } \text{hii-\text{we-s} } \text{sam\text{x} yo\text{x} kex pro}_{subj} \text{ ‘a-sayqi-ca } \text{ ___acc?} \]
\[
\quad \text{where AGR-be-TAM shirt.NOM RP.NOM C PRO.1SG AGR-like-TAM ___}
\]
\[
\quad \text{Where is the shirt that I like?}
\]
\[
\quad \text{b. } \text{Pro}_{subj} \text{ ‘e-suki-ce } \text{ ‘aayato-na ko-nya ke nom hi-pay-n.} \]
\[
\quad \text{PRO.1SG AGR-recognize-TAM woman-ACC RP-ACC C ___ AGR-arrive-TAM}
\]
\[
\quad \text{I recognize the woman who just came in.}
\]

- Proposal: case attraction results from DP-internal application of Agree.

\[\star \quad \text{Case attraction is subject to locality conditions crosslinguistically (Bianchi 2000)}\]

\[\star \quad \text{Case attraction is optional, just like other case concord in Nez Perce (Deal, 2015)}\]

- Low RPs cannot be case attracted: (See (16))

\[(15) \quad \text{a. } \text{sam\text{x} kex } \{ \text{ *yo\text{x} / ko-nya } \} \text{ pro}_{subj} \text{ ‘a-sayqi-ca } \text{ ___acc}
\]
\[
\quad \text{shirt.NOM C } \{ \text{ *RP.NOM / RP-ACC } \} \text{ PRO.1SG AGR-like-TAM ___}
\]
\[
\quad \text{(Where is) the shirt that I like}
\]
\[
\quad \text{b. } \text{‘aayato-na ke } \{ \text{ *ko-nya / yo\text{x} } \} \text{ ___nom hi-pay-n}
\]
\[
\quad \text{woman-ACC C } \{ \text{ *RP-ACC / RP.NOM } \} \text{ ___ AGR-arrive-TAM}
\]
\[
\quad \text{(I recognize) the woman who just came in.}
\]

This follows from the phase-boundedness of Agree, given that the low RP is fully internal to the CP phase (in Spec,TP).

(16) Case attraction and RP position: summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP case</th>
<th>RP position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP-internal case</td>
<td>Spec,CP Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(non-attraction)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-external case</td>
<td>Spec,CP Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(attraction)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4
C. Since the TP position is an intermediate position, we correctly predict evidence of covert operator movement to Spec,CP.

Argument from complementizer form:

- Complementizer $ke(x/m)$ appears only in Ā contexts: relative clauses and $wh$-questions (but not yes/no questions or non-relative declaratives)

\[(17) \quad \text{'Ituu} \quad \text{kex} \quad \text{pro}_{subj} \quad \text{hipi-se} \quad \text{?}\]
\[\text{what.NOM} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{pro}_{subj} \quad \text{eat-TAM} \quad \text{?}\]
What am I eating?

- $Ke(x/m)$ appears where Ā movement terminates – not in intermediate clauses

\[(18) \quad \text{kii} \quad \text{hii-we-s} \quad \text{'iniit} \quad \text{[CP yoõ \quad [ke] Jack hi-hi-ce}\]
\[\text{this.NOM} \quad \text{AGR-be-TAM} \quad \text{house.NOM} \quad \text{[RP.NOM C \quad Jack.NOM AGR-say-TAM}\]
\[\text{[CP} \quad \emptyset \quad \text{[iin} \quad \text{hani-ya} \quad \text{]}\]
\[\text{[} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{[1SG.NOM make-TAM \quad \]}\]
This is the house that Jack says he built

- Cf. the famous Irish $aL$, which appears in every C along the path of Ā movement.
  - All movement to Spec,CP is driven by $[wh]$ features.
  - Substantive $[wh]$ features on C occur at the top of the Ā chain; purely formal $[wh]$ features occur on C heads along on the path of Ā movement (cf. Rizzi 2006)
  - Irish $aL$ realizes $[wh]$ of either variety.
  - Nez Perce $ke(x/m)$ realizes only substantive $[wh]$.

- C is realized as $ke(x/m)$ with low RPs just like with high ones:

\[(19) \quad \text{samõ} \quad \text{[CP} \quad ?? \quad \text{kex} \quad \text{ko-nya} \quad \text{pro}_{subj} \quad \text{'a-sayqi-ca} \quad \text{]}\]
\[\text{shirt.NOM} \quad \text{[CP} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{RP-ACC} \quad \text{pro}_{subj} \quad \text{AGR-like-TAM} \quad \text{]}\]
the shirt that I like

To satisfy the substantive $[wh]$ feature on C $ke(x/m)$, something must Ā move to Spec,CP. The relative operator does this even when the copy in Spec,TP is the one pronounced.

---

- Summary of this case study:

  1. Cyclic movement of relative operators passes through an Ā position immediately subjacent to relative C, and the relative pronoun may be pronounced in that position.
  2. I’ve proposed that the position in question is an outer spec of TP.
  3. Cyclic movement through an XP edge is presumably driven by the need to escape the XP phase. So, if #2 is correct, then TP must be a phase in relative clauses.
3 Cyclicality and that-trace in English relative clauses

- The standard that-trace effect (Perlmutter, 1971):

\[(20) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{ Who did you say (\text{*that}) \_ grows Meyer lemons?} \\
& \text{b. the woman who you said (\text{*that}) \_ grows Meyer lemons}
\end{align*}\]

- An exception at the very top of relative clauses (Bresnan, 1972, ch 3):

\[(21) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{ the woman OP *(that) \_ grows Meyer lemons} \\
& \text{b. Machines OP *(that) \_ add have been used for thousands of years.}
\end{align*}\]

- Pesetsky and Torrego (2001): The basic that-trace effect in four steps:

1. An idea about nominative case
   "Nominative case" is really the feature [T] on DP.
   Subjects and T⁰ agree in φ features and in the feature [T].

2. An idea about phases
   [T] on DP must be deleted before LF.
   Checking of [T] on DP happens in Spec,TP, but deletion of the checked feature is postponed until the whole phase is completed.

3. An idea about English C⁰_w
   English C⁰_w has not only a [wh] feature, but also a [T] feature.
   Luckily, subject movement can check both [wh] and [T] on C⁰:

\[(22) \begin{align*}
& \text{[CP who\_C[T,wh] \_TP <who> T [VP grows Meyer lemons]]}
\end{align*}\]

4. An idea about that
   In object Qs, C checks [wh] against the object; to check [T], it can attract T⁰ itself.
   The result is realized morphologically in embedded clauses as that:

\[(23) \begin{align*}
& \text{[CP what\_C[T,wh] \_TP Mary\_T_i \_VP grows <what>]}]
\end{align*}\]

- The core that-trace facts now come out as simple matter of economy.

   The lower clause must be constructed by a derivation that accomplishes the needed feature checking via fewer steps of movement:

\[(24) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{[CP who\_C[T,wh] \_TP <who> T [VP grows Meyer lemons]]} \\
& \text{b. *(CP who\_C[T,wh] \_TP <who> T [VP grows Meyer lemons]]}
\end{align*}\]
• Returning to relative clauses:

(21) a. the woman OP *(that) __ grows Meyer lemons
    b. Machines OP *(that) __ add have been used for thousands of years.

1. TP is constructed; [T] on the subject is checked:

(25) a. \[TP \ [DP \ Op \ ]_{T,wh} \ T \ [VP \ grows \ Meyer \ lemons \ ]\]

2. Relative C merges. **TP becomes a phase.** The subject’s checked [T] is deleted.

b. [ Rel-C_{T,wh} \ [TP \ [DP \ Op \ ]_{wh} \ T \ VP \ ]\]

3. The subject must move to Spec,CP to check [wh], but this leaves [T] on C unsatisfied. C$^0$ is forced to satisfy its [T] feature by attracting T$^0$, resulting in *that*.

c. \[CP \ [DP \ Op \ ]_{wh} \ \[TP \ [T \ that \]_{i+Rel-C_{T,wh}} \ [TP \ t \ T \ i \ VP \ ]\]

Because [T] on the subject is deleted, C’s needs can’t be met with fewer movements.

---

• Summary of this case study:

1. Subjects maintain their checked [T] feature past the TP level, allowing them to check [T] on C – *except* when TP serves as the complement to relative C. In that case, they lose their checked [T] feature, obviating the *that*-trace effect.

2. Checked features are deleted upon phase completion, preparing for LF interpretation.

3. TP is not a phase in general, but the TP sister of relative C is a phase.

4 **Cyclicity and resumption in Palestinian Arabic**

• Arabic dialects typically use resumptive pronouns instead of gaps in relative clauses. In Palestinian, resumptive pronouns are generally required:

(26) l-bint ʔilli šufti-*(ha)
    the-girl that (you.F) saw-**(her)
    the girl that you saw

(27) l-bint ʔilli fakkarti ʔinno *(hiy) raayḥa ʔal beet
    the-girl that (you.F) thought that *(she) going to the house
    the girl that you thought is going home

(28) l-bint ʔilli fakkarti ʔinno Mona ḥabbat-*(ha)
    the-girl that (you.F) thought that Mona loved-**(her)
    the girl that you thought that Mona loved
But like many languages with resumptive relatives, Palestinian is subject to what McCloskey (1990) dubbed the ‘Highest Subject Restriction’ (HSR): the highest subject position in the relative clause cannot be occupied by a resumptive pronoun.

(29) l-bint ʿilli (*hiy) raayha ʿal beet
    the-girl that (*she) going to house
    the girl that is going home

Shlonsky (1992, 2002): Resumption arises as a last resort when movement is blocked.

▷ Operators in subject position may move to Spec,CP, but those in other positions cannot.

▷ Shlonsky’s implementation:
  * Spec,CP is an A-position in Palestinian RCs (at S-Structure)
  * Movement of anything but the highest subject to Spec,CP violates minimality.

The basic insight carries over into a model where Spec,CP is always an A position if:

* TP is a phase in relative clauses
* T₀ in Palestinian is not able to host a (formal) [wh] feature

▷ An operator subject may move to Spec,TP (because of its subject properties) and then to Spec,CP (because of its [wh] feature)

(30) l-bint [CP OP₁ ʿilli [TP <OP₁>] [TP T+raayha [vP <TP₁>] [v <V> ʿal beet
    the-girl that [TP] [TP going [vP] v [ to house
    the girl that is going home

  * Resumptives are a last resort: only a gap is possible in the highest subject position.

▷ Anything but the highest subject is trapped in the TP phase by the PIC:
  * No independent motivation for movement to Spec,TP
  * No formal [wh] feature on T to facilitate successive-cyclic movement

(31) l-bint [CP OP₁ ʿilli [TP pro [TP šuhti-ha₁ ] ]]
    the-girl that [TP (you.F) [TP saw-her ] ]
    the girl that you saw

The crucial phase boundary is TP, not vP:

▷ Palestinian has object shift (Mohammad, 2000).

(32) [TP Subject [TP Object₁ [vP <Subject>] [v [ V <Object₁> ] ] ] ]

▷ Shifted objects are vP external just like subjects are. But RPs are always required for object relatives – ability to escape TP is what matters, not vP.
The filtering effect of TP holds only in relative clauses. In questions, both subjects and objects may move to Spec,CP:

(33) a. Miin 1-?asad ʔakal __ mbarrih? b. Miin __ ˈhāl l-muškile?
   who the-lion ate __ yesterday who __ solved the-problem
Who did the lion eat yesterday? Who solved the problem?

This follows because TP is a phase only as the sister to relative C.

Summary of this case study:

1. Only the highest subject is local to C in a way that favors movement over resumption.
   ▶ The local subject may legally move to Spec,CP. So, resumption is impossible.
   ▶ Movement to Spec,CP from any other argument position is ruled out by the PIC. So, resumption is obligatory.
2. Resumption divides subjects from all other DPs (including shifted objects) because only subjects reach the edge of the TP phase (and TP is a phase in relative clauses).
3. TP is not a phase in questions, explaining why there is not resumption.

5 Conclusions

These three case studies together make a convergent picture:

▶ TP is a phase in relative clauses – i.e. as the sister to relative C.
   * Nez Perce: cyclic movement of relative pronouns through the TP edge (low RPs)
   * English: deletion of checked features upon TP completion (obviation of that-trace)
   * Palestinian: triggering of PIC effects (highest subject restriction)

▶ TP is not otherwise a phase
   * English: retention of checked features upon TP completion in complement clauses (that-trace effect)
   * Palestinian: no PIC effects in questions (resumption only in relative clauses)

Why is TP a phase (only) in relative clauses?

▶ It must be that phasal status of a projection is determined in part by its syntactic environment (Den Dikken 2007, Gallego 2007, Bošković 2014) – not simply by a categorical property.

▶ It cannot be that TP inherits or takes over phasehood from C in relative clauses, given the restriction on case-attraction of low RPs in Nez Perce. (RPs in Spec,TP are inside the CP phase and can’t be case-attracted.)

▶ It could be that TP takes over phasehood from v in relative clauses – perhaps, along the lines of Bošković 2014, because T ends the ‘verbal’ projection in relative clauses, and relative C is essentially part of the N system.
Appendix: Highest subject restriction effects by binding


\[(34)\] The Ā-Disjointness Requirement:
A pronoun must be Ā-free in the least complete functional complex containing the pronoun and a subject distinct from the pronoun. (cf. Chomsky 1986)

- This analysis carries over straightforwardly into a binding theory where locality domains are defined in terms of phases (i.a. Lee-Schoenfeld 2004, Johnson 2007, Quicoli 2008, Hicks 2009, Despic To appear) if TP is a phase in relative clauses.

\[(35)\] Ā-Disjointness, phase-based version:
A pronoun must be Ā-free in the first phase that fully contains it.

\[(36)\] l-bint \[CP OP_1 ʔilli [TP pro [TP źufti-\textbf{ha}_1 ]] [TP saw-her ]]\]
the-girl [ that [TP (you.F)] [TP saw-her ]]
the girl that you saw

\[(37)\] l-bint \[CP OP_1 ʔilli [TP pro [TP fakkarti ʔinno \textbf{hiy}_1 raayhā ŋal beet [TP thought that she going to the house]
the girl that you thought is going home
\]

\[(38)\] * l-bint \[CP OP_1 ʔilli [TP \textbf{hiy}_1 [TP raayhā ŋal beet [TP going to house]
the girl that is going home
\]

- As on the last resort approach, the crucial phase must be TP (and not vP) to explain the irrelevance of object shift to the HSR:

\[(39)\] \[TP Subject \mid vP \textbf{Object}_1 \mid vP <Subject> \mid v [ V <Object>_1 ]\]

- If we maintain that reconstruction into vP bleeds Ā disjointness, a further puzzle:
Irish unaccusative DP subjects raise to Spec,TP and obey the HSR (McCloskey, 1996). If all vPs are phases (Legate 2003, Deal 2009), then reconstruction must not be able to obviate the Ā-disjointness requirement.

\[(40)\] \[TP Subject_1 \mid vP \mid v [ V <\textbf{Subject}_1 ]\]
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